Going To The Lake

In the summer my family goes to the lake. Sometimes we go for a week. (Going, Sometimes, Jump) we go longer. It takes us (two, boat, could) days to get ready.

All the (went, there, clothes) have to be packed. I pack (my, push, swim) own clothes. Mom helps my little (find, sister, hill) pack her things. One year I (forgot, trim, pan) to pack my shorts. But I (cost, never, lake) forget the good stuff. I remember (ripe, must, my) fishing pole.

We find someone to (take, blue, her) care of our house when we (hall, pat, go). That's where I come in. I (find, rain, pack) a friend to take care of (know, my, both) hamster. I find another friend to (going, brown, take) care of the cat. I find (a, water, foot) friend to cut the lawn. Then (ball, I, meat) find another friend to get the (went, mail, run). Sometimes a friend wants a lot (goes, ate, of) jobs. Then I can get one (person, built, apple) to do all four jobs.

(Sail, pop, I) like to help my dad pack (up, heat, he) the car. Then I know we're (take, almost, pack) on our way. My dad is (good, know, white) at packing the car. He finds (what, room, block) for the things we want to (bring, cake, fast). I hand him all the stuff. (Cut, Fast, He) packs it in the car. When (the, must, train) car is all packed we can (step, his, leave) for the lake.